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Status:
Priority:
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:

New

Start date:

Normal

Due date:

Issues workflow

Estimated time:

% Done:

0%

0.00 hour

Resolution:
Description
A function made redmine's workflow goes automatically, for instance, we can create an "IF THEN" template in
"Project"->"Configuration"->"IF+THEN":

IF "Tracker Name" = "Feature" THEN Assigned it to "Jean-Philippe Lang"

After this, workflow will follow this config without change status by users manually.
Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Feature # 18831: Support Automatic Assigning of Issues o...

New

History
#1 - 2014-12-13 03:07 - Moritz Koehler
See plug in: http://www.redmine.org/plugins/custom-workflows
works great under 2.6, but is agree this should be intrgrated into Redmine.

#2 - 2014-12-19 05:43 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Description updated
#3 - 2014-12-19 05:44 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Description updated
#4 - 2015-02-03 06:17 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Related to Feature #18831: Support Automatic Assigning of Issues on Status Change added
#5 - 2016-07-16 16:56 - Anthony Anyoti
Hello,
Am very interested in this function, but cant seem to find where Project"->"Configuration"->"IF+THEN is...can you please guide me? I am creating
workflows for processes but need this to ensure automatic change of assignee upon change of status.
Would appreciate your quick feedback.
Thanks

#6 - 2016-07-19 10:43 - JW Fuchs
Anthony Anyoti wrote:
Hello,
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Am very interested in this function, but cant seem to find where Project"->"Configuration"->"IF+THEN is...can you please guide me? I am creating
workflows for processes but need this to ensure automatic change of assignee upon change of status.
Would appreciate your quick feedback.
Thanks

This functionality is not available yet. See plugin link above for a possible alternative.

#7 - 2018-03-15 00:36 - Hugo da Silva da Silva
I really would like to have this plugin integrated as Redmine function. As I need to keep my redmine updated to the latest stable version, I can not
count on a plugin.
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